
PRESS RELEASE 
Chinese OEM supports Aury Africa with second major visit 
6 February 2019: The parent company of Aury Africa, Dadi Engineering Development Group 
(DDEDG), holds the African market in such high regard that senior management will pay a 
second visit to South Africa from 13 to 22 February. 

The aim of the visit is to engage with potential customers in the mining industry, which has a need 
for high-quality screening and vibrating equipment solutions, supported by rapid turnaround around 
times and expert technical capabilities. This is what continues to differentiate Aury Africa on the 
continent. 

DDEDG Vice-President Xiaoming Yuan plans high-level meetings with African mining operations to 
showcase its industry-leading dry-sorting technology. This highly successful ‘green’ innovation does 
not consume water and media, thereby offering significant value in terms of water conservation. 

DDEDG holds a 49% stake in Aury Africa, with the remaining 51% held by black-owned local services 
company Nkomose Consulting Engineers & Projects, which has ensured that Aury Africa is now a 
Level 2 B-BBEE contributor. DDEDG has designed more than 30 open-cut and underground coal-mine 
projects to date, as well as more than 130 coal preparation plants, and three coal-water slurry 
plants. It has also completed over 100 turnkey coal process plants to date.  

Coal-processing equipment supplied by Aury Africa in particular ranges from vibrating banana 
screens to horizontal screens, high-frequency screens, and dewatering centrifuges, in addition to 
complete centralised control systems. 

Yuan, who paid a visit to South Africa a year ago, reiterates that it is DDEDG’s intention to have Aury 
Africa achieve the same level of success as sister companies Aury Tianjin in China and Aury Australia, 
which have become leaders in their respective markets. 

“We hold the minerals-processing industry in Africa in high regard, as it forms an integral part of our 
Group’s global expansion strategy,” Yuan explains. Key to this strategy is Aury Africa introducing the 
latest technology to the mining industry on the continent, such as intelligent dry sorting systems and 
‘smart’ plants, in order to improve operational efficiency and environmental awareness. 

DDEG’s ‘smart’ plant concept utilises automated control and sensor technology to monitor key 
parameters to boost operational efficiency on a proactive, real-time basis. These range from pump 
pressure to conveyor-belt speeds. All software and hardware in this regard is proprietary, and has 
been developed specifically by DDEG for the mining industry. 

The first ‘smart’ plant system was recently commissioned as a retrofit on a 30 mtpa coal-handling 
process plant in China, proving the technology’s suitability for refurbishment, which is a key criterion 
in the African mining industry. 

“It is always a great honour to host DDEDG senior management in South Africa. We are confident 
that Aury Africa is well on its way to becoming a solutions provider for vibrating and screening 
solutions for the continent, largely due to the international support and expertise we are able to tap 
into,” Aury Africa Managing Director Sydney Parkhouse concludes. 

Ends 

Connect with Aury Africa on Social Media to receive the company’s latest news 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/AuryAfrica/  
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/aury-africa-0879850954/  



Notes to the Editor 
To download hi-res images for this release, please visit media.ngage.co.za and click the Aury Africa 
link to view the company’s press office. 

About Aury Africa 
Aury Africa’s goal is to provide the best innovative screening and vibrating equipment solutions and 
services to the African mining market. Aury Africa takes advantage of the economies of scale 
provided by large-scale Chinese production from its ISO-9001 accredited sister company, Aury 
(Tianjin), with the aid and assistance of technical know-how developed in Australia and South Africa. 

Aury also has a sound research and design capability, backed up by the technical expertise of a 
number of engineers who boast extensive experience in vibration technology within the mining 
sector. Aury design engineers think outside the box to provide traditional vibrating technology with 
leading-edge thinking and design techniques to produce innovative capital equipment that is 
superior to anything on the market today. 
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